
Everything you need to know
about using dictation as a ‘Scribe’
in exams.
Read&Write is the most widely used computer reader in the UK.
It’s designed and used in line with the JCQ regulations that govern examinations in
the UK. Our easy-to-use exam mode allows easy restriction of features, so that
students will only be able to access approved features during the exam. It’s
dictation feature can now be used as a
cost effective, powerful alternative to
human scribes to help provide
independence and confidence for
students who qualify for that support.

What does JCQ say?

“Where the centre has approval for the use of
a scribe and where it reflects the candidate’s

normal way of working within the centre, as
appropriate to his/her needs, the candidate

may alternatively use speech recognition
technology with predictive text when the

candidate dictates into a word processor.”

(JCQ, Access arrangements and reasonable adjustments)

JCQ actively encourage schools and colleges to use technology as scribes where appropriate:

“SENCos may wish to consider the use of technology to a much greater
extent instead of readers and scribes. Computer readers, examination
reader pens, speech recognition technology and word processors not only
allow candidates to work independently but are also a better preparation

for Further & Higher Education and the world of employment”
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http://jcq.org.uk/exams-office/access-arrangements-and-special-consideration
https://www.jcq.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Supplementary-AA-guidance-202021.pdf


Who can use dictation as a scribe?
Computer based speech recognition (dictation) can be considered an “Access Arrangement”, or a
“reasonable adjustment” -  allowing those candidates/learners with special educational needs,
disabilities or temporary injuries to access the assessment without changing the demands of the
assessment. Access Arrangements are pre-examination adjustments for candidates based on
evidence of need and normal way of working and include the use of Computer Readers, Technology,
Human Readers or Scribes.

Where can it be used?
Dictation can be used in paper based exams (including those where digital copies, for example in
PDF, are made available). This includes the majority of GCSE/AS/A2 exams except for MFL exams. It
can be used in exams where written skills are part of assessment including GCSE English Language,
English Literature, Geography, History and RE. It may also be used in Functional Skills exams, BTEC,
OCR, WBQ, C&G, CCEA and IB amongst many others. Dictation may also be used in online exams
where permitted by the awarding body and the examination integrity is maintained. Please contact
us for the full details on how best to achieve this. For regional use, outside of JCQ scope, please
check your exams awarding body.

What process do I have to follow?
Use of dictation as a scribe must firstly be the students normal way of working. You’ll need to have
its use pre approved for the candidate using Access Arrangements Online via JCQ. More information
can be found here. During the exam, your IT team will need to ensure the machine used is secure
and maintains exam integrity, and post the examination, a Scribe cover sheet must be submitted. It’s
important that students use the dictation feature all year round as their normal way of working to
support this arrangement.

Read&Write is the most widely used Exam Access solution across the
UK

Read&Write is a software toolbar that is used across the world by over 30 million students to
support their literacy needs. It also has a secure, ‘‘Exam mode’ that allows it to be used in exams
with a limited feature set. Students get access to a floating toolbar with the approved tools to use
during exams. It's easy to administer and set up, and can be used all year round.

What features does it have?
Dictation, or speech recognition in place of a scribe and additional access arrangements such as Text
to speech (read aloud) as a Computer Reader, Screenmasking and PDF tools such as typing. These
can be customised for each student, for example to enable only dictation, or a combination of the
approved tools.

What devices can I use it on?
Windows and Google Chrome*.

*Subject to preservation of exam integrity - please contact us for full details
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What is ‘Exam Mode’?

Read&Write has two exam modes. For individual machines, simple mode allows an administrator or
Exams Officer to switch exam mode on, limit the features and secure the tool easily for one user on
one machine. For a small number of users this can be practical ahead of exams. In advanced mode,
admins can access a dashboard to allow groups of student profiles to enter exam mode, select
which permitted features are available , or even set a time limit to revert to normal use.

Practical Questions

Does it work online?
Yes, and will require internet access in order to provide the most accurate results for students. This
meets JCQ current guidelines and advice subject to IT configuration. Please see the ‘Setting up for
exams’ below for details.

Can I turn o� features that can’t be used in exams?
Yes, entering ‘exam mode’ will automatically limit features to those permitted.

What features are approved for exams?
Dictation. Text to speech, screen mask and the PDF reader

Does the student require a word processor?
Yes, the student will require a word processor on the same computer
which must have its spelling and grammar functions turned off.

Does it require training?
No, it is ‘talk and type’ which requires no training at all. Speak naturally
and no preparation is required. However, always remember that
students should be familiar with the tool as their normal way of
working in other assessments and in class.

Setting up for exams

Online? Internet access? What does JCQ say?
The candidate may use online services such as dictation or text-to-speech in place of a Scribe or as a
Computer Reader provided the integrity of the examination is maintained. “If the candidate is using
an iPad, a laptop, or a computer provided by the school or college and during an examination the
candidate could not access the ‘Internet’, could not access any e-mail system or could not access any files
or folders then the integrity and robustness of the examination would be maintained.  That is the key
principle.  If the iPad, the laptop, or the computer services are ‘shut down’ and the candidate is purely
using the device for examination purposes and could not access any programs [or] any other software
package, online services pertaining to that sole purpose may be used”.

- Nick Lait, Head of Examination Services, JCQ
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You can email JCQ directly on centresupport@jcq.org.uk for any clarification required.

What does this mean in technical terms?
● You must provide internet access to the device
● You must remove all other programs from the device including email, browsers and online

searching and ensure no internet access is available other than for the dictation tool.
● For robustness, you may wish to block all traffic and whitelist only the dictation service URL -

we provide this detail to your IT department on deployment.
● The only applications permitted on the machine should be Read&Write for dictation and a

word processor for answers.

Who does this?
The school/college IT dept.

The Tech Questions

How do you set up individual logins?
Logins will be tied to the accounts your IT team has set up for normal school access to the tools.

Will the software have the student settings on the exam computer?
Depending on the exam mode used, the EO may set up individual settings, or the IT team can apply
settings to the unique user, so all settings are ready in advance.

Does the student need to have their own personal, individual settings?
No, exams machines can be set up to an approved standard in the exam mode setting.

Want to read more about the guidelines?
JCQ: https://www.jcq.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/AA_regs_21-22_v11.pdf (page 50, section 5.7)
SQA: https://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/files_ccc/Speech_Recognition_Software_in_SQA_ExaminationsFinal.pdf

Need to know more?
We’ve got lots of ways to help - contact
us and we can set up a trial or provide a
one to one demo, access our online

training for exams use
here. You can also
check out our exams
webpage for a shorter
version of this

document to share with colleagues.
Email us at education@texthelp.com

"in exams,
Read&Write helps

learners build
confidence and
reduce anxiety"

- Ben Whitaker, Burnley College
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